Spread THE Magic

They Drew as They Pleased Vol. 2
$40.00 Item#: BOOK109745

The Walt Disney Studios & WWII Exhibition Catalog
$24.95 Item#: BOOK109970

It Began With a Page: How Gyo Fujikawa Drew the Way
$17.99 Item#: CHBK101786

They Drew as They Pleased: The Hidden Art of Disney’s Musical Years

LEGO® Mickey Mouse’s Propeller Plane
$13.95 Item#: TOYS245282
Curtiss Hawk 81A-2, 3rd Pursuit Sq., 1:48 Model  
$141.95 Item#: DESK215141

AVG Flying Tiger Pin  
$10.95 Item#: JWLR184183

Boeing Flight Olive Cardigan  
$109.95 Item#: AP10361

World War II Monopoly  
$59.95 Item#: TOYS242500
For Your Maverick

- Cobi F-14A Tomcat Top Gun: $96.95, Item#: TOYS244872
- Top Gun: An American Story: $17.99, Item#: BOOK107409
- Grumman F-14 Tomcat Pewter Keychain: $10.95, Item#: ACCS186031
- F-14 Tomcat Jolly Rogers Watch: $429.95, Item#: JWLR184222
- Top Gun: The Navy Fighter Weapons School: $24.99, Item#: BOOK107411
Baby Pilot Brown Earflap Beanie
$16.95 Item#: ACCS170387

Boeing Vintage Totem Logo Full Zip
$99.95 Item#: AP10364

Baby Pilot Red Earflap Beanie
$16.95 Item#: ACCS170389

Lockheed Skunkworks Kit Bag
$119.95 Item#: ACCS179356

P-40 Youth Bomber Jacket
$68.95 Item#: AP10367
FOR Fly Boys

Jet Engine Turbine Wall Clock
$44.95 Item#: HSWR184462

F-4J Phantom II, VF-114 Aardvarks 1:72 Model
$134.95 Item#: DESK215002

F-22A Raptor Cripes A Mighty 1:72 Model
$156.00 Item#: DESK215492

Boeing Field Home of The Museum of Flight Ornament
$24.95 Item#: SEAS299004

Essential Aircraft Instruments Tee
$24.95–$26.95 Item#: AP10390
Altimeter and Airspeed Instrument Cufflinks
$49.95 Item#: ACCS178356

Artificial Horizon Keychain
$24.95 Item#: ACCS187021

Hazel Ying Lee Print
$26.95 Item#: PRNT130384

Fly Girl: A Memoir
$26.95 Item#: BOOK109278

P-51 Mustang Vintage Pen
$54.95 Item#: STAT200158

Baggage Tag Playing Cards
$10.95 Item#: TOYS249599

Paper Airplane Earrings
$28.95 Item#: JWR182202

Horizon and Directional Gyro Instrument Cufflinks
$49.95 Item#: ACCS178357

OR

Fly Girls
Visit Mars 15oz Mug  
$16.95  Item#: HSWR190188

NASA Worm Logo Water Bottle  
$39.95  Item#: HSWR190413

Stellar Brew Ladro Dark Brew 12oz Coffee  
$18.95  Item#: HSWR281012

Nebula Hardcover Journal  
$15.99  Item#: STAT200065

NASA Artemis Program Cap-O-Matic Space Pen  
$18.95  Item#: STAT200157

Artemis Program Black Patch  
$8.95  Item#: ACCS171694

NASA Artemis Program Cap-O-Matic Space Pen  
$18.95  Item#: STAT200157

SPACE Lovers

Stellar Brew Ladro Dark Brew 12oz Coffee  
$18.95  Item#: HSWR281012

Nebula Hardcover Journal  
$15.99  Item#: STAT200065

NASA Artemis Program Black Patch  
$8.95  Item#: ACCS171694

NASA Worm Logo Water Bottle  
$39.95  Item#: HSWR190413

Visit Mars 15oz Mug  
$16.95  Item#: HSWR190188
James Webb Space Telescope Pin
$12.95 Item#: JWLR184195

James Webb Space Telescope Necklace
$29.95 Item#: JWLR185162

Seasons of the Moon: Folk Names and Lore
$14.95 Item#: BOOK102259

NASA SLS Rocket Pin
$12.95 Item#: JWLR184191

Sparkly Starburst Gold Stud Earrings
$32.00 Item#: JWLR180511

NASA Space Shuttle Columbia Pin
$12.95 Item#: JWLR184189

James Webb Space Telescope Earrings
$29.95 Item#: JWLR185163

**I Heart THE MUSEUM**

Compass Wings Leather Patch
Navy or Chalk Rib Knit Beanie
$24.95 Item#: ACCS170403 & ACCS170404

FM-2 Wildcat Shamrock
24oz Water Bottle
$24.95 Item#: HSWR190309

Compass Wings Leather Patch Rust Cap
$25.95 Item#: ACCS171157

Compass Wings Leather Patch Black Cap
$25.95 Item#: ACCS171153

Boeing Bee B-17F 24oz Metal Water Bottle
$24.95 Item#: HSWR190301
The Museum of Flight
Silhouette Airplanes Tie
$54.95 Item#: ACCS178354

Red Barn Museum of Flight
Long Sleeve Tee
$28.95–$30.95 Item#: AP10387

Seattle Aeronautical Chart Sheer Scarf
$49.95 Item#: ACCS178352

Rocket Scientist Tool Pen
$5.95 Item#: STAT206397

Seattle Aeronautical Chart Glasses Cleaning Cloth
$12.95 Item#: ACCS173105

Seattle Aeronautical Chart Keychain
$14.95 Item#: ACCS187022

The Museum of Flight Silhouette Airplanes Tie
$54.95 Item#: ACCS178354
FOR LITTLE astronauts

Corgi Astronaut Plush
$32.95 Item#: TOYS248041

Your Bedroom is a Solar System
$24.95 Item#: CHBK101547

Mars Mission Mars Transporter
$38.95 Item#: TOYS244098

AstroBuddy Plush
$32.95 Item#: TOYS248050
Super Wings Transform-a-Bots 4-Pack Series 2
$22.95 Item#: TOYS241323

Super Wings Transform-a-Bots 4-Pack Series 3
$22.95 Item#: TOYS241324

Tiger Propeller Plane Air Stunt Show Playmobil
$32.95 Item#: TOYS244031

LEGO® Supersonic-jet
$23.95 Item#: TOYS245288

& TINY pilots
**BUILD & Play**

**Space Bound Lenticular 300 Piece Puzzle**
$14.99 Item#: TOYS242252

**Cosmogenisis Board Game**
$54.95 Item#: TOYS242703

**Starlink Board Game**
$24.95 Item#: TOYS242571

**Cloud Spotter: 30 Cards to Keep You Looking Up**
$14.99 Item#: BOOK102123
Air Control Tower
Mechanical Music Box
$34.95 Item#: TOYS241031

Dark Wings Iron Bird II
RBP Ornithopter
$8.95 Item#: TOYS240185

LEGO® Lunar
Space Station
$98.95 Item#: TOYS245293

Solar Bots 8-in-1
$27.95 Item#: SCIE253086
Give your friend some space

Give a gift membership and receive an additional guest pass for FREE! A $25 value!

Offer valid November 1–December 31, 2022. Gift recipient must be a third party. Orders must be placed by December 15 for guaranteed holiday arrival. Purchase online at museumofflight.org/membership, in person at the Museum or by calling the Membership office at 206.764.5711.
eGift cards make the perfect gift!

They can be redeemed for Museum admission, Memberships, Premium Experiences, simulators and merchandise in the Museum Store.